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Thank you for your continued support! The Mission Rock team is encouraged by our amazing neighbors and 
collaborative partners who are helping make the Mission Rock vision a reality. We are pleased to present 
you with updates.

 

Fall 2020  Infrastructure Improvements
 Continued excavation and off-haul

 Start of dewatering activities and  
 on-site water treatment 

 3rd Street Auxiliary Water Supply System 

Fall/Winter  2020 Vertical Construction Begins
 Steel piles, concrete foundations and   
 vertical structure

 Installation of underground utilities

 First lift of lightweight cellular concrete

UPCOMING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES:

Reminder: Construction can occur during the hours of 7 a.m. 
to 8 p.m., seven days a week, including holidays. 
The Mission Rock team continues to work closely with 
neighbors and stakeholders during on-site activities. Please 
contact the team if you have questions or observations.

Email: info@missionrock.com
Neighborhood Construction Hotline: (415) 972-1744
Construction Website: www.buildmissionrock.com

Upcoming Construction Work
Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS)
The construction team will be starting work on public-safety utility infrastructure on 3rd Street as early as 
late November. The Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS) line, part of a citywide high-pressure fire-
protection system that was first implemented after the 1906 earthquake, is located on 3rd Street between 
Channel Street and Lefty O’Doul Bridge. The project team is working with the City to create plans that allow 
safe pedestrian flow and traffic to flow in each direction during the construction work. More updates will be 
provided as AWSS plans are confirmed.



Happy Halloween!
The Mission Rock team wishes you a safe and fun Halloween.  

Visit http://sf.gov/HalloweenAtHome  
to view the City’s guidelines for celebrating carefully.

Pile Driving Noise Mitigation Method –  
Shroud on Rig Hammer

Vertical Construction
Mission Rock includes pile-supported foundations to help ensure, among other things, that buildings can 
withstand forces such as wind and earthquakes. Pile driving work is now estimated to begin early to mid- 
December. A construction notice will be sent to neighbors once pile driving dates are finalized. Pile driving will 
occur weekdays between approximately 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., excluding holidays. Alternative dates and times 
are considered under extraordinary circumstances. 

Each pile will be installed with a vibratory rig and diesel impact hammer. One of the many advantages of 
using a vibratory rig is to help reduce noise impacts. Remaining pile segments will be installed with a diesel 
impact hammer. A noise and vibration consultant works closely with the project team to identify methods to 
mitigate, monitor, and manage sound and vibration.  

Mission Rock Values Statement and Community Pillars

Mission Rock is a shared dream of what a neighborhood means: welcoming to all, a launchpad for opportunity and 
innovation, a vision of connectivity, and a place where breathtaking architecture and design inspire unique social 
experiences. Our Community Pillars state the foundation of our commitments to each other, to the surrounding 
community, to this new neighborhood we are building together, and to the people who will make Mission Rock their 
home, their workspace, and their place of recreation.
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Stay safe and healthy       The Mission Rock team


